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Adobe Exposed
On October 19, 2019, Adobe reported that 7.5 million records which contained Creative Cloud
customer information were exposed due to a misconfiguration. The cause of the exposure
was identified as an unprotected Elasticsearch database which was accessible without a
password. The database stored Creative Cloud customer information such as email
addresses, subscription status, member ID, payment status, and other account information.
This leak could cause Adobe Creative Cloud users to be targeted through phishing emails
and scams in the future. Organization of all sizes must be diligent.

Pharmaceutical Sector
Digital transformation and the increased use of automated control systems to manage drug
formulations and product quality are creating new security risks for pharmaceutical
companies as they adopt IoT technology. In June 2017, the pharmaceutical sector and many
other industries were targeted by the Wannacry ransomware and were forced to halt
operations upon discovering vulnerabilities. As a result, there is an urgency for protecting
pharmaceutical Operation Technology networks from external attacks, insider threats, and
human error. This requires a deep awareness of the state, configurations and changes made
to each device. If unintended changes occur, they should be logged in real-time and should
include the user who logged in, what processes were running, the code download initiated,
as well as all changes in the environment. Maintaining this detailed audit trail will enable faster
incident response and allow pharmaceutical manufacturers to demonstrate compliance with
organizational security policies.
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